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.A hypergraph J = (X, E) is said to be circular representable, if its vertices can “be placed on a 
circle, in such way that every edge of H induces an interval. This concept is a translation into 
the vocabulary of hypergraphs of the circular one’s property for the (0,l) matrices [6] studied 
by Tucker [9, lo]. We give here a characterization of the hypergraphs which are circular 
aeipresentable. We study when the associated representation is unique, md we characterize the 
possible transformations of a representation into another, a kind of problem which has already 
been treated from the algorithmic point of view by Booth and Lueker [l] or Duchet [2] in the 
case of the interval representable hypergraphs. 
Fiially, we establish a connection between circular graphs and circular representable hype? 
gmphs of the type of the FGlkerson-Gross connection between interval graphs and matrices 
having the consecutive one’s property [S], in some special cases. 
. . u and notation 
A hypergraph H = (X, E) is a finite set X (vertex set), given with a collection E 
of subsets of X (edges). 
If A c X is a subset of X we write iZ* the subhypergraph of H induced by ~4. 
A graph G = (x E) is a hypergraph whose edges are all with cardinal@ 2. 
An edge of a graph ‘between’ 2, vertices x and y is usually written [x, y]. 
A. clique of a graph G = (X, E) is a subset A c X such that every pair x, y in A 
form an edge of G. 
A triangle of a graph G is a clique with at most 3 vertices. A triangle is not 
deg,enerate if it comains exactly 3 vertices. 
1. Ckukar representation of a hypergraph 
A finite hypergraph El = (X, E) will be said to be circular-re~resentub~e, if there 
exists a function p from X to a set of n = 1x1 points 1,2, . . . , n placed in this 
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order on an oriented circle C, such that 
(i) p is one-to-one; 
E$E;.uE&, j,kEl, 2, 3, i#j,k. 
If X is a finite set, we can compare two hypergraphs H= (X, E) and H’= 
(;1yI E’), saying that H is smaller than H’ if EcE”. 
If H = (x B) isIb a fW~@p@ra&i, we ihall de&ote by 88 = (X, 8) the smallest 
hypergrapfi ( n &e above se&e) H’= (i E’) s&h that 
‘IBen we get the following result: 
TDmmm Id.. T%e hypergruph H = (X, E) is circular-representable if and only if we 
hauebmhthepopties: 
(1) The hypergqh R satisjks the anti-Helly prqmty. 
(2) llu& exi&dd II&T&X’ ~0 iti H, such that the pati2 hypergraph of R constituted 
ijy tke edges whkh do not contain q, is inter&-qmsentable. 
Ret&d t&t a finite hyjieigrapia H= (X, E) in interval-representable if E can be 
c~nsickkd as a‘&&$ @f. i&q& for X ‘linearly order&. 
The pmt&m of ~~h&acte.rking the hypergraphs whkh are jintkval-representable 
has G +v been treated, by Duchet [3,4], TroRer and Moore [?I, Trucker 191 and 
x&in? others. Let us give for eGmple the f6llowirlg n:sult.. 
,,, , 
TBawucla @u&et [3,4J). A k .-ypeqgraph H = (X, E) is internal-representable if md
only if we have: The hypergraph of the chains of & 
‘Il~*oren l.1, The ‘oqly if’ part of the claim is obvious. 
‘If’ p*itt. WC proceed by induction on n = 1x1, 2nd we. assume that H = I% 
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(A) Let us suppose that there exists a subset 1x c X such that 
GPA, 24AIcn; 
VBd3, AcD or BcA or snA=@ or IBI=n-1. 
Then we consider the hypergraph W(A) obtained by confusing all the vertices of 
A into one unique vertex u: Tc (X- A) U(a) is an edge of H(A) 1*4 There exists 
‘I%# such that if T’nA=g, then T’=‘Tand if T’nA#j& then (7"-A)U{a}= 
T. 
We obviously have: H(A) = H(A). It is also clear that the partial hypergraph of 
H(A) fformed by the edges which do not contain x0 is interval-representable. 
Let us prove that H(A) has the anti-Helly property: We consider 3 edges 
T,, T2, T3 of H(A) such that 
They come from 3 edges Ti, T;, T$ of H. It is clear that Tic 7 U Ti implies 
TiCTiUTk. So we assume T,nT,in; = $4 (nontrivial case). That means 
Tl n Tz n T3 = {a} and, because of the definition of A, that one of the T is equal 
to (a) or that I?‘;1 = ITi1 = ITsI = n - 1. In both cases, we get the result. 
Then by induction, If(A) is circular-representable, aF,d we may represent H(A) 
on a circle. Besides, the edges of H which are contained in A induce a 
subhypergraph partial of H on A which is interval-representable. We replace: the 
vertex u of H(A) by the vertices of A ordered according to such an interrval- 
representation, and we clearly get the circular representation for the hypergraph 
H. See Fig. 1. 
Henceforth, we suppose that there is not A c .X that satisfies the (A)- 
hypothesis. 
(IS) Let us now suppose that there exists in H an edge EO, with cardinality 2, 
which doesn’t contain x0; we denote this edge by (a, /5). Acmrding to (A), there 
exists an edge of H, containing for instance u and not containing b, and with 
cardinal@ Merent from 1, n - 1, 12. Let us call IO the set of such edges of H. 
Then Ia is a total order for the inclusion (by anti-Helly property!.. LRt us call To 
the minimal element of In (I T,( a 2), and let us consider the subhypersaph Wx-o. 
It is clear that H x_c satisfies the hypothesis (2) of Theorem 1.1, and that 





Let us prove th+ Hxc4 satisfies the anti-Hklly prolperxy: If ‘I’& T2, 7” at! 3 
edges in I$‘_, such tha) 
T1nz;nT3+8, 
then there exist 3 edges Ti, Ti, T$, of H such that 
Thus, r-i,.,, is cipidar (inktion), ;md m?y be represented on a I&cle. It is clear 
that To- a and (To- 6) U (6) de edges in I&_,, ~0 in our representation f Hx_Qp 
we have”that TO-‘a a&d b ke qks~utive. 9k place a between TO- a and fi, as 
sh& in ‘I!$. 2. An dg& of Hk&&6ng (a, contains either b* or ‘I& or is reduced 
to CC &ecAuk & ‘is i tokal okder), &nd therefore is represented above as an 
interval. An edge F of UT whkh doesn’t c:ontain a can’t be ‘broken9 by a, in the 
represeniation above. That would nmean that 
Because oi ,>e h&c&&s ,(2), th; t ~1 me&x; that. ‘F-== X- a and the problem is then 
solved. 
IF 
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(C) The only thing we have to do is to prove that there exists in 1i an edge with 
cardinal&y 2 (supposing of course that (A) can’t be applied). Let us consider an 
edge 14, with cardinalitya2, which doesn’t contain no and which is minLma1 for 
the inelusion order with these properties. Of course we suppose that lEOl * 3, and 
becaus#e of (A), we can say that there exists an edge B of H such that 
&-B is an edge of H, and must then be with cardinal@ 1. Then E. ~7 B is with 
cardinal@> 2, and will contradict the minimality of EO, except if EC, U I3 = X. 
That means that IBI is in fact equal to n - 1 and we get a contradiction and the 
result. However, E. may not exist. That will mean that all nontrivial edges of H 
(with cardinality other than 1, n - 1, n) contain x0. In that case, the last step of 
our proof will be co apply the following lemma. Cl 
Lemma. If H = (X, E) is rcn kypergraph such that 
(9 llA,EA#% 
,: 
(ii) VA,BdZ, we hnx: AC& BcA or IA-BI=IB-Al=l; 
(iii) VA, BEE, AUBEE, 
then H is circular-representable. 
It is clear that if every nontrivial edge of H contains x0, then H satisfies (ii), (ii), 
(iii) of the lemma. 
Proof of the lemma. We proceed by induction on 1x1, and that leads us to 
suppose that: I&,, A( = 1. 
If we denote by x0 the vertex at the intersection of the edges of H, it becomes 
easy, using (ii), to prove that there exist x and y in X such that 
Every edge in H which is different from x0, Al, AZ, contains x, y, 3co. 
Then we fuse x, y, x0 into one vertex, and we coilchide by induction. 0 
2. unidty of represeuta~n 
We now consider a finite hypexgraph H=(X, E) supposed toI be circular- 
representable. Our pume here is to find out when the circular repn=sentation of
H is unique (modulo the obvious rotations and symmetries on the set (1,2, . . . , ni 
in this order on the circle, n = 1X1), <arid to characterize the transfornlations which 
permit passing from a representation to another. We shall apply these results, in 
order to obtain some corollaries about the interval-rqx-esentable hypergraphs; 
similar results may be found in [l] cDr [2]. Duchet [2) gives a method to compute 
m The circuhr repre%ntation.of I! will be hid to be unique, if the set of 
the permutations pp”’ (p, P’E R(H’)) is exactly the subgroup Q,. 
We shah say now that a subset A c X is @uw if it is possible to write: 
V&E, Bc:A or AcB or .E?fTA=@ or BUA=X. 
Then we get the following result: 
Tkorw~ kl. 2%~ circufa~ representation of the hypergrap!a H = (X, E) is un@a#? if 
and only if the only vague subsets in H me the subsets of X with 0, 1, 1% -- 1 or n 
elementi. 
Roof. ‘Only if’ part. I.& us consider that p is a representation. of H, and that 
A CX is a vague subset in k& with IAl # 0, 1, y1- 1, n, and minimal for the 
inclusion with these properties. If p(A) is an interval, we pose p(A) = iI, i2,. . . , i,, 
in this order on tile circle, and we construct another epresentation p’ of H as 
follows: / 
x#A, $> p(x)=p’(x); ’ 
2 = A ~3 p’(x) = ilt+l--u(x), 
where u(x) ii defined by p(x) = icx,. 
p’ is clearly an element of R(H) and pp’-’ is not in I&,, 
If p(A) is not an. intqval, but is the union of intervals p(Aj), then every Aj is 
vague, and must be supposed w&h ,qard@lity 1. In that ease, we resolve the 
problem considering X-A, which is aJso avague subset in H, The only difhculty 
ariseswhenn=~isevenandwhenp(A)isforinstancetheset(l,3,5,...,n- 
1). But 4n @at;-, it womes easy ,to see that, every edge in H is with cardinahty 
1, ??-: Cr a! qn@qe+ude. . . ” , 
‘If prt. Let us call ff the smallest hypergraph pi’ = (X, E’) (in tie sense 
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defined in Section 1) such that 
EC E’, 
Every subset of cardinality (n - 1) in X is in E, 
El, GEE’, E,n&#QI + E,U&EE’, 
El, E*EE’, E1UE2f’X + E1nE,EE’, 
El, E+E’, E,Q:& 3 E,-E,EE’,. 
E1eE’ + E’,EE’, 
XEE’. 
(In comparison with Theorem 1.1, we add here the property: E,EE’ 3 E;cE!) 
Of course R exists. It is almost obvious that every circular representation for iT 
is a representation for H and conversely. Thus we have R(H) = R(m. 
Lemma. If A c X is a uague subset for H, it is also a vague subset for if and 
conuersel y. 
Proof left to the reader. (It is sufficient to use the fact that we can pass from H 
to if by successive additions of one edge.) 
Returning now to our main claim, the ‘if’ part of Theorem 2.1, we see that we 
may assume that H = R We also suppose that M has no vague subset other than 
the trivial subsets. Then we consider X~E X, and an edge TO of H, which contains 
x0, with ITO1 2 2, and which is minimal for the inclusion with these properties. If 
1 T,/ = n - 1, we consider x1 E X- TO; If there exists a nontrivial edge B which 
contains x1 and doesn’t contain x0, then we get a contradiction on the minim&y 
of TO by considering TO-B. Thus we must suppose that every nontrivial edge 
containing x1 contains Q. But in that case we see that {x0, x,} is a vague subset of 
H, which brings a contradiction. Thus we have 2 G l&I G n - 2. Now we can say: 
and because one of these erdges contains ~0, it must be reduced to .x0 (definition of 
TO); it implies TA = TO - xc,E E. 
In a representat. .d of If, we have the following situation (Fig. 4). 
If ITO1 B 3, then IThI 2 2. Then Ti is not vague, so there exists B E E, such that 
I#$ T& T&Y% B U TI, # X. 
B cannot contain x0 (B n TO would give a contradiction on the definition of TO), so 





Then I TO - Bl B 2 and we get clearly a contradiction. So we must suppose 
and that is true independently from the choice of x0. 
ITo1 =2, 
Now let us consider a maximal chain {a,, az), (az, aj}, . . . , (c+,.+ c+) of edges of 
cardinality 2 in EL Let us suppose p S n -2; then {an,. . , %} is not vague: 
3B E E B contains QP and doesn’t contain al. B’ = I3 -(ul, . . . , t+} is also in E, 
and we may assume lB’[ # 1. But then B’, nontrivial and containing a~, must 
contain, because of the precedent reasoning, an edge Bo, also nontrivial and 
containing a, with cardinality 2. That means that the chain (a,, u2,. . . , t+J is not 
maximal. Thus p = rr - 1 or n and the problem of unicity is achieved. q 
We now descrik a way of obtaining all representations of a circular hyper- 
graph, generalizing the main part of our Theorem 2.1. Let r be a representation 
of a circular hypcrgraph H = (X E); I is a one-to-one function from X to the set 
0.92 9***9 it = lxt) in this order on a circle. For every rotation p (i.e., a circular 
permutation of 1,2,. . . , n) pot is another epresentation f If, said equivalent to 
I. Let J?(H) be the quotient of R(H) by this equivalence. The image of r in l?(H) 
L Csnoted by i;. 
The inv4ons 1) and a’ defined in Section 2 are yarticular cases of transforma- 
tions that can be associated to vague subsets of 1% Let I= (u, a + 1, . . . , b} be a 
circular interval of 1,2, . . . , )t (the integers here are module n). The inversion vI 
is the permutation of 1,2, . . . , n defined by 
u,(k) = k for k$I, 
q(k)=a+b-k for kd. 
When r _ ‘(I’) is a vague subset of H, v1 clp is sti8.l a representation of H. 
More generally, suppose A is a vague subset of H. r(A) admits a unique 
deconq osi tion r(A) = I1 U I2 ii l . . U Ik into disjoint non-empty intervals uch that 
4uq I never an interval for 1 S i C j Sk. The inverse images r-l(&) form a 
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partition of A which is called the r-decomposition of A. We &fine the transfor- 
mation Q)A by 
It is easy to verify that every r-l(&) is a vague subset of H; Thus (PA(t) E R(H). A 
transfOmatiOn gA preserves the eclUiV&nCe of representations, hence induces a 
transformation @A on B(H). The operators @A (A: vague subset of H) generate 
a group of operators on R(H) which is denoted by e(H). 
When the subsets of cardinal@ 0, 1, n - 1 or n are the only vague subsets of H, 
one easily sees that @(IS) is isomorphic to the group D,, introducet” in Section 2. 
Thus the following result generalizes the ‘if’ part of Theorem 2.1. 
TheOrem 3.1. Q(H) acts transitively on R(H). 
Proof. What we have to prove is that r’ and r” being given in R(H), it is possible 
to pass from i’ to r” using a chain of operators @vIoa 9 l olv,, where VI, . . . , Vk are 
vague subsets of H. We proceed by induction on 1x1 (straightforward verificas;ion 
until (X( = 3). 
Lemma 3.2. Let r~ R(H) and A a vague subset of H. Then for sorue @c’ e(H), 
@(F)(A) (defined module rotstions) is an interval. 
Proof* The assertion is trivial when r(A) is an interval. If r(A) is not an interval, 
let AI, AZ, . . . , Ak the r-decomposition of A. X- A is vague and admits a 
r-decomposition B1, . . . , & such that r(Ai lJ Bi) and r(Bi U Ai+*) ar<= intervals for 
i=l... k. For every i, Ci = Ai U B, is easily checked to be a vague subset ot _H. 
a&) maps A in no more than k - 1 disjoint intervals. Airl iteration of this 
process yields the required operator. q 
Returning to the proof of Theorem 3.1, we consider two representations r’ and 
f’ of H. 1x1 is at least 4 and the theorem is supposed true for all interval 
hypergraphs with less than 1X1 vertices. 
In the case H does not admit a vague subset A with (Al $ (0, I, rz - 1, n}, the 
conclusion follows from Theorem 2.1. So we suppose that A is a non-trivial vague 
subset. By our Lemma 3.2, we may suppose that r’(A) is an interval. Let us 
consider the two circular hy,rgraphs HI = H(A) and H2 = H(X- A) obtained 
from H, as in the proof of Theorem 1.1, by fusing the vertices of A (respectively 
of 1X-A) into a single vertex al (respectively a2). Every representation r of H 
induces representations rl of HI and: r2 of Hz. Passing to the quoti:~j, we see that 
the mapping i + (FL, F2) is in fact one to one from R(H) mtc3 &511) x &l&h 
For every subset Y of XI, we define Y1 by 
Y’=Y if a,$ Y, 
Y’=(Y-{a,}U(X--A) if a+ Y. 
Mutatis mu&&is,, the. same assertions hold for H2 and we have 
4zq&)= S+(F) ’ ‘ ’ (3 2) l 
Now, let us suppose that i’ and F are elements of R(H), inducing respectively ?i 
and Fg in R(H;), Fi and Fg in fi(Ha. Since IAl> and IX-AIM, HI and Hz 
have kxs verticear than H and-thle4nduction assumption can be applied: there are 
vague subsets &, B2,. . . , BP of Hi and vague subsets C,, C,, . . . , Cq of Hz such 
that 
Applying (3.1) and -(3.2) .to tie B&S and to the: (G’s, we obtain 
3.1. Appklion ta the interval repmmtation pmtdtma 
If H = (Ir, 33) is an interi&represent hnhergraph, we say that A c X is 
inkerd vque, if we have: 
WkE, BnA=B,A or@. 
An interval representation of H is a one-to-we function p from X to the 
ordered set (1,2, -. . , n = IxJ) such that 
VA E E, p(A) is an interval. 
We &note by I(H) the set ‘of the in&v&l representations of H. 
We denote by H tie smallest hypergraph (x E’) qch that 
ikE’ and Xf’; 
E&QsE’, E,nE,#Ql + (E&E&S’ z.nd E,nEpsE’); 
R,#/E, 3 E,-E,EE’. 
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An interval vague edge A of H generates a tiansformation 
If p E I(H); p(A) = {iI, i2, . . . , ik}!, then p’ = #,Jp) is defined 
P’(X) = P(X) for x6 A., 
p’(x) = ik+l-u for neA and p(x)=i. 
The set of all the transformations tpA (A interval vague edges of IT) generates a 
group S(H), and we can get from Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 3.1 the following 
corollary, which is in fact another way to state Duchet’s result in [2]: 
ComUary 3.3. If H is apt interval-representable hypergraph, S(H) acts transitidy 
on I(H). 
As a consequence, we may rernitik that the number of interval representations 
of H will be reduced to 2 if and only if the only interval vague subsets in H are $9, 
X and the subsets with cardmah: 1 
. . 
’ r . l 
We recall that a graph G = (X, E’) is tiangu.Zated when every cycle of length 34 
of G possesses a chord (for a survey on triangulated graph, see [41). 
G is circular 19, IO], when it is pl:,ssible to find a function p from X to the set of 
the closed intervals of a topologic;nl circle such that 
p is a circular epresentation of G. No characterization of circular graphs is known. 
Let % be the set of maximal (for the inclusion) cliques of a graph G = (X, E). 
For xEx p.e set 
Fulkerson and Gross [S] proved the f&owing equivalence: G is an interval graph 
if and only if (X, ( U+JrfX) is an interval-representable hypergraph (see [14] for 
some extensions). Our purpose here is to establish similar connections between 
circular-representable hypergraphs and circular graphs. 
We call a K-system, a couple (G, E,,) where G = (X, E) is a graph and & is a 
set of G-edges. (G, Eo) will be said K-representable if we can find a function p 
from X to the set of the closed intervals of .a circle K such that, for every x, y E X, 
[x,YIEE M pWnp(y)#g, kYk& r-1 pwJp(y)=K. 
Lemma 4.1. Let p a K-representation f a K-system (G, EO) and suppose C c X is 
a &ue of G = (X, J5). T%en nrEC i_ 9(x) $8 if and lonly if we have both the 
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Roof. In order to show that (ii); is a necessary condition, suppose we have 
&&x)#@ and t&t (C,E-&) pOsSeSSleS a CyCk 3tl'.'xkxl (ka4) With n0 
chords. ‘I’hen, setting pi = p(q), we have a family &, . . . , Ik of circular closed 
intervals of the c&e I&uch that 
12u&=K and I,UI)=K for 3Sjdk--1. 
This is impossible (the verification is straightforward and left to the reader). 
Conversely, suppose that (i) and (ii) are satisficd by a K-system (G, Eo), and a 
clique C of G. We prove &&x) # @l by induction on ICI. By a well-known 
theiorem due to Dirac (see [4’& every triangulated graph possesses a simplicinl 
w i.e., a vertex whose neighbours are pairwise adjacent. Let ~0 a sirnplicial 
vertex of (C, E - Eo). By the induction hypothesis, the intervals p(x), for x: E 
C-x0, have a/ annnon’ point A. If’ A E I$&), we have finished. If A $ p&J, let p 
and v the ends of p(h). Put 
* 
M={mEC-x(@EP’(X)), N=(xEC-x&vEp(x)]. 
Our hypotheses imply MU?==C-x,. If meM-N and MN-M, we have 
[f~o, m&z E - E. and [rco, n]~ E -Eo. Since x0 is a simplicial vertex of (C, E-E,), 
we have [m, n] E E - Eo; &us p(m) U p(n) # K. But h E (p(m) n p(n))- P(Q). 
Hence p(m) n p(n) n p(q) = $3, in contradiction with (i). We conclude that either 
MC N Or NC M Tipa& nxe4-: p(x) cofltains ~1 or v. U 
Given a graph G = (X E), we say that a triangle T in G (eventually degener- 
qte) is attracr’ue if, every adjacent or equal vertices x and y in X- T have a 
cornm~r,, neighbour in T. If T is in fact an edge (ITI = 2), we say that T is an 
dWm3iue edge. 
L;?anasta 42. Let CZ a circulcor gruph dwyi E. the set of its affractiw edges. 7%en the 
K-system (G, &J dmifs G K-representation. 
Pro& Lx=t [a, b 3~ &. It sti=, to prove that a representation r of G such that 
r(,a)U rikr) $4 K can be transformed into a representation p of G such that 
p(a)Up(b)=K; tl tie k swna will follow by induction on I&i. Detie the sets 
A-=(xEX:x iy adjmnt to a an+ not to b}, .“_ 
B = (X E X:x is adjacent o b and not tc j a}. 
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Since [a, b] is attractive, no edge joins A to B. Hence, the set t(a) u Ux s,4 r(x) u 
r(b) U lJxeB I(X) = L does not cover K. K-L is an interval (ar, @) where OL is in, 
some r(x) for x E A or in r(a) and #3 is in some r(y) for y E B or in r(b). 
Let (a, y] and [y, #3) denote respectively the subintervals of (at, fi) &i;ermined 
by a point y chosen in {ar, p). We define p by 
p(x) = r(x) for x$(4 b}, 
The reader will easily verify that p is a circular representation of G and that 
p(a)Up(b)=K. 0 
Let EO be the set of attractive edges of z graph G = (X, E); we define the 
hypergraph H(G) in the following manner: the vertiws of H(G) are the cliques c 
of G that are maximal (for the inclusion) with the propetiy (ii): the <*et of the:x 
cliques is denoted by d(G). The edges of H(G) are the subseti, of g!(G) of the 
form Ax = (C E &(G) : x E C}. 
Theorem 4.3. If G = (X, E) is a finite gruph such that every attractive triangle of G 
contains un uttmctive edge of G, then the following equivalence is true: G is a 
circulur graph if and only if N(G) is a circular representable hypergmph. 
Proof. The ‘if’ part is trivial #since G coincides with the line-graph of H(G). In 
order to prove the ‘only if’ part, we suppose that G is circular representable zind 
we call EO the set of attractive edges of G. By Lemma 4.2, (G, 1’5~) admits a 
K-representation p. Since every triangle of G contains an attractive edge, we have 
p(x) rip(y)) n p(z) # p) for every triangle (x, y, z}. By Lemma 4.1, 6x every c” E 
d(G), the intervals p(x) (x E C) have a common point C. The hypergraph induced 
on {X, : C E s$(G)} by the intervals p!x) is isomorphic to M(G). El 
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